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Introduction:
This panel examines issues relating to establishing visual metaphors and building effective software tools for bioinformatics visualization. Our discussion focuses on three major issues:

1. The potential of new visual metaphors to bring insight to unfamiliar biological or genomic data sets.
2. The capabilities of bioinformatics visualization to stimulate collaborative and dynamic inquiry.
3. The danger that visual metaphors can restrict rather than expand horizons for bioinformatics or other similar scientific discovery.

Bioinformatics poses a challenging domain for computer generated visualization techniques. For starters, is this a domain of scientific or information visualization? Typical scientific data sets have inherent spatial metaphors such as fluid flow in the human heart or chemical bonding of molecules. In contrast, exploration of cyberspace or searching of document repositories are traditional information visualization problems requiring the creation of a visual metaphor. How do we handle data mining of genomic information where the visual metaphor might not be obvious but the results can push forward scientific discovery?

Genomic-sequencing is a scientific domain with the complex challenge of evaluating its existing and developing new visual metaphors. Other biological disciplines are experiencing similar challenges. Our panel highlights these concerns by comparing and contrasting work underway at various centers and universities examining bioinformatics visualization issues today.

Position Statements:
Theresa-Marie Rhyne:
Bioinformatics includes the application of efficient algorithms for manipulating data stored and processed on high performance computers to genomic or protein sequence data. Often bioinformatics software is text-based where letters and numbers are displayed as a sequence. Basic information visualization methods that apply simple color coding techniques to these text-based bioinformatics tools and develop graphical interfaces have evolved. Recently, information visualization researchers have applied hyperbolic projection and information mural methods to genomic sequence data. Web-based systems that support simultaneous, linked access to disparate databases and dynamic visual discovery among geographically dispersed researchers are under development. Clearly, information and statistical visualization techniques will continue to play an important role in bioinformatics research.

Perhaps scientific visualization and other computer graphics techniques can also be of assistance. John Avise, in his October 5, 2001 article in Science magazine, noted that metaphors of the genome have and will continue to develop and change as scientific research progresses. These metaphors range from the beads on a string notion to a social collective where DNA sequences exhibit intricate divisions of labor. Scientific visualizations and computer graphics methods can assist in the visual display of these concepts. Virtual and augmented reality systems can visually depict and immerse genetic researchers into the complex metaphors they wish to consider.

There is always a danger with visual metaphors. We can tend to believe them too much and perhaps restrict our horizons to new and different ways of thinking. This is true of any field of science including genomic discovery. As information and scientific visualization practitioners we have a responsibility to be aware of the power of our visual imagery and to continue to work closely with genetic
researchers and bioinformatics scientists as they explore their wealth of data.


Thom H. Dunning Jr.:

The genomic revolution is producing mass quantities of data critical to a broad range of biological fields from taxonomy through agriculture to human health. This data includes genomic sequence data and protein structural data as well as data on metabolic and regulatory pathways, etc. The analysis and interpretation of this data presents challenges unlike any encountered in biology heretofore.

Molecular biology, especially mammalian molecular biology, is far more complex than envisioned just a few short years ago. Instead of hundreds of thousands of genes, the human genome contains tens of thousands of genes plus many alternate splicings of those genes to produce alternate sets of proteins as well as regulatory regions that control the expression of these genes. Even the great “deserts” of the genome sequence were found to contain much of interest—in immigrant DNA, pseudogenes, and more. Genomics and its follow-on science, proteomics, is now poised for the next phase—understanding the time evolution of gene expression, production of proteins, and activation of pathways in a cell. This information will provide detailed insights into how diseased cells differ from healthy cells, how old cells differ from young cells, etc. It also ensures that the data explosion will continue, unabated, in biology.

Although visualization techniques are currently being heavily used to analyze the data from genomic research, it is clear that new approaches will be needed as the quantity and variety of data escalates. In addition, it is not at all clear that the visualization techniques currently being used are the most effective possible. Developing a new generation of visualization techniques appropriate for the analysis of genome-scale data will require close collaboration between computer scientists and molecular biologists, particularly those biologists focused on bioinformatics.

Gus Calapristi:

Traditional techniques for analysis of biological data, such as pair-wise comparison algorithms that find similarities among proteins, are not sufficient for today’s voluminous, data rich environment. Today the researcher must work with multiple data types but still expects the precision and predictability of the traditional tool set. New algorithms and visual metaphors offer the promise of handling larger, more diverse data sets, but may be completely invalid if subtle details or perspectives related to the data are missed. For example, the cluster analysis on a set of proteins may “look” good, but is that because the feature extraction algorithm has selected statically interesting, but biologically insignificant features of the protein?

If the algorithms are correct, are the visualizations providing the utility needed by the researcher? Principle components based proximity plots generate two or three dimensional approximations of the multi-dimensional space and do a good job of exposing generalized gene expression behaviors. They enable relationships among entire genome(s) to be displayed on a single computer screen, but they do little to identify specific findings of value. Parallel coordinate plots clearly show specific genetic behaviors but quickly become unusable when displaying results for thousands of genes simultaneously. Since no single analysis or visualization approach can fully address the needs of today’s bioinformaticist, new systems must carefully integrate wide-ranging visualizations, support multiple methods for processing data, and do it in a near real-time, interactive environment. Achieving the appropriate blend of processing algorithms, visual metaphors, and integration cannot be done without the expert knowledge of the biologist applied in concert with the visualization expertise of the computer scientist.

Chris North:

Bioinformatics is a rapidly evolving field. The fast pace of new technologies, new experimental methods, and new fields of endeavor make it extremely difficult to build supportive visualization tools. The explosion in data collection is resulting in continuously changing data formats and dynamic schemas. Data is often stored in ad hoc formats, and new types of data are constantly being added to the mix. Emerging data standards leave open-ended hooks for new data, and data storage centers modify database schemas regularly. Furthermore, data integration is the often critical to scientific discovery in bioinformatics. Biologists must analyze the larger context of the data to construct models of organism functions.

The design and development of visualizations is very dependent on the data and user tasks. As a result, visualization developers in bioinformatics often find that their visualizations are obsolete by the time they are implemented. While some visualizations have been created for specific smaller problems [1], these tend to provide only minimal or temporary value, while broader needs go unmet. Software companies in this field spend much of their effort on customizing solutions, rather than shrink-wrapped products. Visualization developers simply cannot keep pace with the rate of change.

At Virginia Tech, our approach is to enable extreme flexibility in visualization to match the variability in data
and tasks. Our research on Snap-Together Visualization enables end-users to quickly construct or modify multiple-view visualizations by snapping together components on the fly without programming [2]. Much like graphical database schemas enable users to manipulate data storage, graphical visualization schemas can enable them to manipulate data display as well. As data schemas evolve, visualizations can equivalently evolve (perhaps automatically). Similarly, broader frameworks or problem solving environments can be constructed to link visualization to other tasks in bioinformatics research [3][4].


Donna Gresh:

One of the most interesting characteristics of bioinformatics data, from a visualization point of view, is that it often includes a variety of sorts of data, some of which may have a spatial context (molecular structure, radiology images, sequence information, biological structures) and much of which does not. Some of the information may be numerical (gene expression levels, blood chemistry measurements, patient age) while others are often categorical (patient diagnosis, patient sex, experimental protocol). A key characteristic of many bioinformatics data sets is that there are often a large number of interrelated but diverse variables whose relationships are not necessarily well understood ahead of time. Thus typical scientific visualization techniques, such as coloring a continuous variable using some sort of colormap to see the variation is often of less value than many information visualization techniques, which have been created to browse and explore often unfamiliar and complex data. Using the right tools for each type of data, with interplay between them, has been a focus of our work in the Visual Analysis group at T.J. Watson over the past several years.

In order to better help create better tools for problem solving about multi-type data sets, we have worked directly with life science researchers. One application we created was for visualizing the results of simulations of proteins. This application included both standard scientific visualization presentations of the protein structure with linked views of residue angles and distance correlation matrices. We have also collaborated with biomedical engineers at Johns Hopkins University to create an application explicitly combining information visualization techniques and sci-viz presentations to better understand a simulation of the mammalian heart. We are currently working with a medical research team at Hadassah Hospital to visualize clinical data concerning bone marrow transplant patients using information visualization techniques. In each case we have found value in presenting multiple linked views which serve to better understand the relationships between the variables in the data, and are using this insight as our guidepost in developing a library of linked info-viz and scientific visualization components that can be integrated into bioinformatics applications.
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